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Highlights: 17 

• The system approach to upscale groundwater characteristics in time and space has 18 

changed over time  19 

• The selected combinations of upscaling methods affects the resulting groundwater 20 

characteristic 21 

• A systematic approach that minimize or avoid the impact of errors in upscaling is not 22 

used 23 

• Based on these findings, we cannot conclude whether drought stress is under- or 24 

overestimated 25 

 26 
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Abstract 27 

In this paper, we analyze the methods that are used in The Netherlands to upscale in-situ 28 

groundwater measurements in time and in space, and how the selected combinations of upscaling 29 

methods affect the resulting groundwater characteristic. In The Netherlands, a three-step 30 

approach is used to obtain groundwater characteristics for a specific area: (1) in-situ monitoring 31 

of the water table depth; (2) temporal upscaling; and (3) spatial interpolation and aggregation. 32 

The three-step approach is, however, not standardized, but a combination of the following 33 

methods is used: (i) four methods to measure/monitor the phreatic water table; (ii) four methods 34 

for temporal aggregation; and (iii) four methods for spatial interpolation and/or aggregation. 35 

Over the past sixty years, several combinations of these methods have been used. Our review 36 

shows that the use of these different combinations in the approach to measure and interpret water 37 

table depths has resulted in significant systematic differences in the corresponding groundwater 38 

characteristics and that there are many sources of potential error. Error in the in-situ 39 

measurement of the water table depth can be as high as 1 meter. Errors in the temporal 40 

aggregation are in the range of 10 to 20 cm and for the spatial interpolation between 20 to 50 cm.  41 

We show that there has been no systematic assessment of how these errors influence the 42 

resulting groundwater characterization. Thus, we cannot answer the question of whether drought 43 

stress in The Netherlands is under- or overestimated. Based on these findings we give 44 

recommendations for a systematic approach to groundwater characterizations studies that can 45 

minimize the impact of errors. 46 

 47 

Keywords: phreatic groundwater table; in-situ measurements; hydropedology, temporal aggregation; spatial 48 

interpolation 49 

 50 

1 Introduction 51 

In many parts of the world, (ground) water depths are intensively monitored. These water table 52 

depths vary in time and space and depend on the interactive pedological and hydrological 53 

processes and their properties in the (un)saturated zone (Lin, 2012). Because we cannot measure 54 

water table depths everywhere and all the time we use temporal and spatial interpolation and 55 

aggregation methods to characterize the fluctuating water table depths (e.g. Van Heesen 1970; 56 
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Finke et al. 2004; De Vos et al. 2010;). All these methods have their pros and cons, which one is 57 

best depends very much on the objective(s) of the research and the availability of data. In The 58 

Netherlands, water depth classes are based on the mean highest (MHW) and mean lowest 59 

(MLW) water tables. The MHW and MLW are calculated from time series of dip-well records 60 

which have been collected on a national scale since the beginning of the 1950’s (Van der Sluijs 61 

and De Gruijter 1985). Using profile and field characteristics, the MHW and MLW of the 62 

observation points are extrapolated for larger areas. Relationships are derived making it possible 63 

to convert water table classes into duration classes of water table depth. The water table at the 64 

beginning of the growing season (MSW) can also be derived from the MHW and the MLW.  65 

The spatial and temporal representation of the water table depth or its characteristics in an 66 

area depends on the accuracy of the basic data, i.e. the measured water table depth. Various 67 

monitoring methods are used, i.e. observation wells, piezometers, open boreholes, (De Ridder 68 

2006), thus it is important to realize that the measured water level is not necessarily equal to the 69 

position of the phreatic surface (e.g. Brassington 1992; Chapuis 2005 & 2009; Elci et al. 2003; 70 

Paydar and Richardson 2002; Van Duijvenbooden 1981). Furthermore, soils and hydrological 71 

conditions are in general not homogeneous (Berg and Christensen 1992), which influences the 72 

accuracy of the temporal and spatial upscaling. Numerous studies have described the natural 73 

uncertainties (e.g. barometric pressure) and errors made in the interpretation of groundwater 74 

level data (e.g. Saines 1981; Curch and Granato 1996; Dalton et al. 2007) and in the temporal 75 

and spatial upscaling (e.g. Knotters 2001; Stein 1991), but how these measurement and 76 

methodological errors affect the final upscaling result is often lacking.  77 

To analyze the effects and ultimate impact of these errors and uncertainties, we have used 78 

The Netherlands as a case study. However such errors are not unique to The Netherlands and we 79 

believe that the lessons learned from our analysis will be useful for many other countries or 80 

regions of the world. The Netherlands, a low-lying country in Western Europe (50o - 54o N and 81 

3o - 8o E), consists of deltas and former flood plains of the rivers Rhine, Meuse and Schelde 82 

(Colenbrander, 1989; Overeem et al. 2001). The total territory, including inland lakes, estuaries 83 

and territorial waters, is 41,543 km2, of which 55% is agricultural, 12% is nature, 19% is open 84 

water and the remaining 14% is built-up area (CBS, 2014). The land consists mainly of alluvial 85 

deposits and about 25% of the country lies below mean sea level (MSL). The lowest point is 86 
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some 7 m below MSL. In the absence of dunes and dikes, more than 65% of the country would 87 

be flooded at high sea and high river levels (Van de Ven 1996). Average rainfall (851 mm/year) 88 

is substantially higher than the potential evaporation (559 mm/year) (KNMI 2014), thus drainage 89 

is a fact of life as it is required to use the land: for the inhabitants, for agriculture and for nature.  90 

After the Second World War, agriculture intensified and more intensive drainage was 91 

required, resulting in deeper water tables, increased drainage rates and more drought stress in dry 92 

periods. This process was further intensified by an increase in groundwater abstraction and land 93 

consolidation practices employed to reduce the problems of fragmentation of land holdings (Van 94 

den Noort 1987). These land consolidation activities were often combined with improvement of 95 

the water management and road infrastructure (Prak 2002; Stańczuk-Gałwiaczek et al., 2018). It 96 

is estimated that the resulting average drop of the water table in agricultural areas has been in the 97 

range of 20 to 40 cm (Kremers and Van Geer 2000; Van der Sluijs and Van Heesen 1989). The 98 

drops of the water table in agricultural areas also resulted in deeper water tables in the 99 

neighboring nature areas (Martens et al. 2013; Van Tol et al. 1998). The water table in many 100 

areas is now significantly lower than the target values set by the Ministry of Transport, Public 101 

Works and Water Management (1999), not only in the man-made polders but also in the higher 102 

sandy areas in the east and south of The Netherlands. To counteract the adverse effects that these 103 

deeper water tables have on the environment, in particular nature reserves, the government has 104 

initiated policies to reverse the trend. However, in order to make informed decisions, policy 105 

makers and practitioners need reliable information on groundwater levels (Lijzen et al. 2014; De 106 

Lange et al. 2014). 107 

In this research we contribute to the emerging interdisciplinary science of hydropedology 108 

by presenting an integrated, iterative methods for improved understanding of methodologies to 109 

derive groundwater characteristics for multiple scales. Hydropedology is an intertwined branch 110 

of soil science and hydrology that encompasses multiscale basic and applied research of 111 

interactive pedological and hydrological processes and their properties in the unsaturated zone 112 

(Lin, et al., 2005). The objectives of our research were to analyze (i) the methods used to 113 

measure and upscale groundwater level information in both time and space and (ii) how the 114 

selected combinations of these methods affect the resulting groundwater characterization. For 115 

this analysis we reviewed all projects assessing the characteristics of seasonal fluctuation in 116 
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groundwater behavior conducted by the Dutch Soil Survey Institute and its successors over the 117 

last 25 years. These projects have been documented in more than 170 reports and papers 118 

(Ritzema et al. 2012). One test/aspect of our results will be to see if we can answer the question 119 

of whether drought stress in The Netherlands (as determined by groundwater levels) is under- or 120 

over-estimated. 121 

After a brief discussion of the various definitions used for groundwater and groundwater 122 

characteristics, this paper presents: 123 

• How different measurement methods and measuring depths lead to discrepancies or 124 

errors in the measured or estimated water table depth; 125 

• How different temporal aggregation techniques lead to discrepancies or errors in the 126 

estimated characteristics of the seasonal fluctuation of water table depths; 127 

• How different spatial interpolation and aggregation techniques lead to discrepancies or 128 

errors in the estimated spatial characteristics of the seasonal fluctuation of water table 129 

depths; 130 

• The extent or impact that errors in these methods and techniques may have on the 131 

accuracy of the steps and ultimate determination of groundwater characteristic. 132 

We conclude with a recommendation for a systematic approach that can minimize the 133 

effects of uncertainties and interpretation errors to provide the most consistent and robust 134 

estimate of groundwater characteristics for a specific area. 135 

 136 

2 Definitions of groundwater and groundwater characteristics 137 

In The Netherlands, several definitions of the hydrological parameters to define the position of 138 

the water table are used simultaneously, i.e. water table depth, groundwater level, phreatic level, 139 

phreatic surface, etc. This data is stored in “Aquo-standard”, the data base of standardized 140 

concepts and definitions for data storage, exchange and processing for the Dutch water sector 141 

(http://www.aquo.nl/aquo-standaard). Water table depth is relative to the ground surface, 142 

whereas the other parameters are relative to a reference level. There are also various methods to 143 

measure the groundwater level, e.g. a groundwater observation well, piezometer, borehole, etc. 144 
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All these definitions and methods are used interchangeably with the result that it is often not 145 

unequivocally determined whether the water table or a piezometric level at larger depths is 146 

measured.  147 

On top of this, different definitions are used to characterize the groundwater level. The 148 

phreatic water table is the upper groundwater level measured from the soil surface, but 149 

sometimes this is a perched groundwater table above a poorly permeable layer on top of an 150 

unsaturated deeper aquifer. This is in contrast to the (geohydrological) groundwater level which 151 

is defined as the depth at which the pressure at the groundwater level is equal to zero irrespective 152 

of the presence of a perched water table. To avoid confusion, it is essential to explicitly indicate 153 

whether the measurements refer to the phreatic water table or the (hydrogeological) groundwater.  154 

The use of these different definitions results in correspondingly different estimates of the 155 

average water table depth over certain time periods: spring, autumn, hydrological year, 30 years, 156 

etc. (Table 1). In this article, the parameters MHW, MLW and MSW are summarized as MxW.  157 

 158 

+++   Table 1.  Hydrological characterizations used in The Netherlands to define the water 159 

table depth over time.  160 

 161 

3. In-situ measurement of water table depths 162 

To measure water table depths in the field, four in-situ methods are used: groundwater 163 

observation wells, piezometers, open boreholes and field estimates based on expert knowledge. 164 

These methods are standardized: International (ISO, IEC), European (EN) and national (NEN) 165 

standards that are used in The Netherlands (Netherlands Normalization Institute/NEN, 166 

https://www.nen.nl). Next to the four methods, the actual recording is also done in different 167 

ways: (i) with a measuring tape; (ii) a measuring tape with a sounder; (iii) electronically; (iv) 168 

with a float, and; (v) with a pressure gauge/indicator (De Ridder 2006). In The Netherlands, 169 

groundwater is monitored by many private and (semi-) governmental organizations (Van 170 

Duijvenbooden 1981). Most measurements are stored in a national data base, the “DINOloket” 171 

(www.dinoloket.nl). The above mentioned standards, however, only specify a limited number of 172 

aspects like the type of well, installation and measuring methods and the data storage and 173 

https://www.nen.nl/
http://www.dinoloket.nl/
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processing, but don’t address factors like location, filter depth, filter length, frequency, 174 

hydrological conditions (i.e. is it a seepage area or an area with natural drainage) and the soil 175 

characteristics (heterogeneity, anisotropy, etc.), etc. (e.g. Bartholomeus 2009; Freeze and Cherry 176 

1979; Fetter 1980; Nielsen and Nielsen 2007; Richards 1931; Vroon et al. 1988).  177 

All these factors influence the nature and accuracy of the measurements (e.g. Brassington 178 

1992; Chapuis 2005 & 2009; Elci et al. 2003; Paydar and Richardson 2002; Saines 1981; Van 179 

Duijvenbooden 1981). Thus, what has really been measured is often not known or clear. In a 180 

groundwater observation well you can measure the (geohydrological) phreatic groundwater 181 

level, but if there is a (often unknown) poorly permeable layer it can also be the perched water 182 

table. In a piezometer you don’t measure the phreatic groundwater table but the piezometric 183 

pressure. When you use an open borehole you normally know the soil profile, and therefore can 184 

be aware of the occurrence of poorly permeable layers. If these exist, several boreholes to 185 

different depths must be used. Clearly some improvement or better definition in this area is 186 

needed/would be useful.  187 

We assessed the four in-situ measuring methods on the basis of a set of evaluation criteria 188 

(after Knotters et al. 2010) (Table 2). The use of groundwater observation wells and/or 189 

piezometers scored better than the other two methods, mainly because they can be better 190 

reproduced than the other two methods. Although previously mentioned, it should be emphasized 191 

that, while the water level in both groundwater observation wells and piezometers can be 192 

objectively identified,  (i) in a piezometer it is not the phreatic water table that is measured but 193 

the piezometric pressure, and (ii) the relationship with the phreatic groundwater depends on the 194 

soil profile (and presence or absence of poorly permeable layers) and / or hydrological conditions 195 

(infiltration or seepage). 196 

 197 

++ Table 2.  Assessment of the four methods used to measure the water table depth (++ stands 198 

for "complies with criterion" and – for "does not comply at all") 199 

 200 

 201 

 202 
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4. Temporal aggregation of observed water table depths 203 

The next step in the analysis is the upscaling of in-situ water table depths to characteristics that 204 

summarize the temporal variation. There are four temporal aggregation methods: (i) direct 205 

calculation from time-series; (ii) statistical models; (iii) process models and; (iv) expert 206 

knowledge.  207 

Temporal aggregation of a time-series of water table depths to directly calculate 208 

groundwater characteristics (GWC) is straightforward when the time-series is sufficiently long 209 

and has a sufficiently high measurement frequency. A period of 30 years is considered to be 210 

sufficiently long to compensate for deviations caused by extreme dry and/or wet years (Heesen 211 

1970; Knotters (2001). In the case of direct calculation of groundwater characteristics using a 212 

(too) short time-series, errors are introduced. If the time-series is not long enough, statistical 213 

models and/or process models can be used (e.g. Von Asmuth et al. 2002; Von Asmuth and 214 

Knotters 2004; Knotters and de Gooijer 1999; Knotters and van Walsum 1997; Bierkens et al. 215 

1999). If there is no time-series at all, but only a few measurements at pre-selected locations, 216 

regression methods can be used to estimate the GWC for this location (Finke et al. 2004). The 217 

accuracy of the estimates depends on the number of measurements: few measurements results in 218 

a lower accuracy.  219 

Time-series modelling based on transfer function-noise (TFN) models derives the water 220 

table depth at a certain time from a (usually linear) function of the groundwater at a previous step 221 

in time, often in combination with other relevant information such as the precipitation surplus in 222 

the considered time interval (Changnon et al. 1988; ,Yi and Lee 2004). Process models can also 223 

be used to generate time-series of water table depths (Cirkel et al. 2010). Physical-mechanistic 224 

models have the advantage that they are based on physical laws and can be used for extrapolation 225 

and/or scenario analysis. Disadvantages are that model construction and model calibration are 226 

potentially more laborious compared to time-series models and that more input data is required 227 

(Berendrecht et al. 2004; Bierkens et al. 2001; Knotters and Bierkens 2000; Webster and 228 

Heuvelink 2006; Young and Beven 1994). If the groundwater characteristic (MxW) is calculated 229 

from the deterministic component of the model, e.g. the TF part of a TFN model or a physical-230 

mechanistic model, a problem can be that through calibration levelling-out of the resulting 231 
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groundwater characteristic can occur. This can be solved by including the stochastic component 232 

in the simulations.  233 

Temporal scaling can also be done by expert knowledge. An expert can, based on the soil 234 

profile and field characteristics, make an estimate of the GWC (Van Heesen 1970)).  Based on 235 

existing data and maps, an expert will make additional boreholes to assess the soil profile 236 

characteristics (texture, moisture conditions, depth of the water table, etc.). A prerequisite for a 237 

good assessment of the temporal groundwater characteristic (MxW) is a good understanding of 238 

the region.  239 

All four methods for temporal aggregation have their pros and cons. Which one is best 240 

depends very much on the objective(s) of the research and the availability of data. The same 241 

criteria used to assess the four in-situ measuring methods (Table 2) were used to assess the 242 

temporal aggregation methods (Table 3). In practice, a combination of the above mentioned 243 

temporal aggregation methods are often used, for example expert knowledge in combination 244 

with process models, or a combination of a process model with a statistical model. 245 

 246 

++ Table 3.  Assessment of the four temporal aggregation methods used to characterize the 247 

temporal groundwater level (++ stands for "complies with criterion" and – for 248 

"does not comply  at all") 249 

 250 

5. Spatial interpolation and aggregation  251 

We distinguished four categories of methods used for spatial interpolation and aggregation of 252 

groundwater characteristics: (i) expert knowledge; (ii) methods based on random sampling 253 

theory; (iii) geostatistical models and; (iv) physical-mechanistic models. Each of these methods 254 

has advantages and disadvantages (Table 4).  255 

 256 

++ Table 4.  Assessment of the four spatial interpolation and aggregation methods used to 257 

characterize the spatial groundwater level (++ stands for "complies with criterion" 258 

and - for "does not comply at all") 259 
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 260 

Experts can, based on their knowledge of an area, make an estimate of the GWC at locations in 261 

the area and average these GWCs for the whole area or parts of it. An expert will not only use 262 

the GWC measurement locations in the area, but also from surrounding locations and additional 263 

information, such as topographic maps, soil maps, open water levels in drains, ponds, creeks, etc. 264 

A disadvantage of this approach might be its irreproducibility. The spatial estimates of GWCs 265 

depend on the insights of the expert and therefore estimates may vary among experts. A further 266 

disadvantage might be that the accuracy of the spatial estimates can only be assessed by an 267 

additional validation. An advantage of the approach might be that the resulting maps will show 268 

patterns that can be recognized in the field, which make the maps more acceptable for users. 269 

Random sampling for spatial aggregation has the important advantages that it is model-270 

free and quantifies the uncertainty about the aggregated GWC (Brus and De Gruijter 1993; De 271 

Gruijter et al. 2006). The locations are drawn using a prescribed drawing mechanism. Examples 272 

include simple random sampling and stratified simple random sampling (e.g. Cochran 1997; De 273 

Gruijter et al. 2006; Knotters and Brus 2012; Guo et al. 2011). A disadvantage might be that this 274 

approach results in aggregated information such as spatial averages rather than maps reflecting 275 

spatial patterns. Advantages are reproducibility, objectivity, and the approach not only provides a 276 

spatial estimate but also its accuracy. 277 

Spatial aggregation can also be done using a geostatistical approach such as ordinary 278 

block-kriging (Isaaks and Srivastava 1989; Goovaerts 1997). In contrast to aggregation methods 279 

based on sampling theory, geostatistical methods do not require that locations are selected using 280 

probability sampling. Instead, a fairly uniform distribution of the sampling locations over the 281 

study area is advised, while also including short-distance comparisons to be able to estimate the 282 

spatial correlation structure (i.e. semi-variogram). A minimum number of locations at which the 283 

GWC is measured is required. For example, to estimate a semi-variogram at least 100 284 

observations are needed (Webster and Oliver 2007). Another difference between this approach 285 

and methods based on random sampling is that the results of geostatistical methods only apply 286 

under certain model assumptions, e.g. linear relationships, constant variance of regression 287 

residuals, stationarity of the semi-variogram, etc. (Hengl et al. 2004).  288 
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Compared to the other three methods, physical-mechanistic models have the advantage 289 

that all kinds of (often non-linear) physical relationships can be included (e.g. Bierkens et al. 290 

2000; Knotters et al. 2010; Burrough and McDonnel 1998; Webster and Oliver 2007; Stein 291 

1991). Because these models are based on physical-mechanistic principles it is possible to 292 

extrapolate the results to other situations (in space and time) and to simulate proposed measures 293 

and/or scenarios. A disadvantage is that often some of the input data and model parameters are 294 

not known and are thus based on assumptions or used as calibration parameters. Quantification 295 

of the model errors is often difficult and therefore uncertainty analyses and validation studies are 296 

rarely done.  297 

Similar to the methods used for temporal aggregation, the spatial aggregation and 298 

interpolation methods can be combined. For example, a random sample with good spatial 299 

coverage can be used for spatial aggregation based on sampling theory as well as for 300 

geostatistical interpolation.  301 

 302 

6. Accuracy of the final groundwater characteristic. 303 

To obtain groundwater characteristics for a specific area or region, a three-step process is used: 304 

(1) in-situ monitoring of the water table depth; (2) temporal upscaling, and (3) spatial 305 

interpolation and aggregation. As noted in the previous sections, for all three steps various 306 

methods or methodologies are used: (i) four methods to measure/monitor the phreatic water table 307 

; (ii) four methods for temporal aggregation; and (iii) four methods for spatial interpolation 308 

and/or aggregation (Figure 1). Which combination of these method options is best  for a 309 

particular study depends on the objectives of the study. We have analyzed the errors that can 310 

occur in each step to assess the accuracy of the final GWC. 311 

 312 

++  Figure 1 Combinations of temporal and spatial interpolation and aggregation methods 313 

that can be used to derive groundwater characteristics for a specific area based 314 

on in-situ measurements. 315 

 316 
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6.1 Errors in in-situ monitoring 317 

Errors made with the in-situ measuring are not only measurement errors but also interpretation 318 

errors. Often it is not clear what has been measured: Was it the phreatic groundwater level under 319 

steady or unsteady conditions? Or was it the depth to a phreatic water table? Or was it a perched 320 

water table? Or was it the piezometric head at a particular depth?  321 

For steady-state conditions the error can be estimated for each measuring point. The 322 

hydrological conditions however can influence the measurements: for an observation well, in a 323 

relatively homogeneous soil layer, subject to infiltration, the measured groundwater level in a 324 

filter below the water table will be lower than the phreatic groundwater level, but in a seepage 325 

area it will be the other way around. In a layered soil, especially with low-permeability layers, 326 

the interpretation is much more complex (Saines 1981).  327 

Errors are also introduced when, in course of time, the well has been replaced, moved, 328 

extended or when the length and/or the position of the screen has been changed. For manual 329 

recording, the time of recording and processing can introduce an error (U.S. Army Corps of 330 

Engineers 1993). It is not known, at the time of recording (manually or with a pressure 331 

transducer), whether the water level in the well is in equilibrium with the water level in the soil. 332 

The deviation can be caused by changes in the groundwater flux, changes in air pressures or in 333 

temperature, etc. (e.g. Brassington 1992; Chapuis 2005 & 2009; Elci et al. 2003; Paydar and 334 

Richardson 2002; Toll and Rasmussen 2007).  335 

The measuring device itself can also introduce an error: (i) the calibrated references level 336 

can slowly change over time; (ii) the difference between day and night temperature can result is 337 

deviations of several centimeters; and (iii) sensors can malfunction or breakdown. Von Asmuth 338 

(2012), reported that in several monitoring networks up to 50% of the sensors had to be replaced.  339 

The above mentioned errors can range from a few centimeters to tens of centimeters 340 

(Rasmussen and Crawford, 1997; Spane 2002). Little is known about the accumulation of these 341 

errors, thus it is hard to give a rule of thumb for the overall error made by in-situ measurements. 342 

In extreme cases, the total error (difference between the measured level and the actual phreatic 343 

groundwater level) can be as high as 1 meter (Van den Akker et al. 2010). 344 

 345 
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6.2 Errors in temporal aggregation  346 

The next set of errors is introduced with the temporal aggregation of the in-situ measurements. 347 

The temporal variation of the water table depth at the location of an in-situ well is often 348 

characterized by a temporally aggregated groundwater characteristic (GWC), such as MHW, 349 

MLW and MSW. It is essential, of course, that a unique definition of such a GWC is used. Often, 350 

however, different definitions are used alongside each other.  351 

Other errors in temporal aggregation result from the data that is used or missing. 352 

Sometimes, a GWC is estimated from an observed time series that is too short, i.e. that does not 353 

completely reflect the dynamics of the water table depth under the prevailing hydrological and 354 

climatic conditions. It can also happen that a time series contains data from multiple wells, 355 

because a well was moved or extended. Sometimes missing data are replaced by values predicted 356 

with a time series model or a physical-mechanistic model. It is often also unknown whether the 357 

hydrological conditions, for example a perched groundwater table, are considered when 358 

estimating the GWCs.  359 

The ultimate effect of these errors is difficult to assess. On the one hand temporal 360 

aggregation can level out random errors made with the in-situ measurement, but on the other 361 

hand new errors related to the model assumptions made in the aggregation can be introduced. We 362 

conclude that the error in estimating the temporal groundwater characteristic that can occur with 363 

the different methods is in the range of (i) 10 to 20 cm for direct calculations of time-series 364 

(Heuvelink 1998; Knotters 2001); (ii) 10 to 20 cm for time-series models (e.g. Gupta et al. 2006; 365 

Knotters 2001; Knotters and Van Walsum 1994; McLeod and Hipel 1978; Refsgaard et al. 2006; 366 

Vrugt et al. 2008); (iii) 0.5 to 21 cm for physical-mechanistic models (e.g. Bierkens 1998; 367 

Knotters 2001; Knotters and De Gooijer 1999); and (iv) between 20 and 25 cm for direct field 368 

observations by experts (Finke et al. 2004). In general, the errors are larger at locations where 369 

only a short time-series are available.  370 

 371 

6.3 Errors in spatial aggregation 372 

For spatial aggregation studies, time-series from existing monitoring wells are usually used, if 373 

appropriate, in combination with newly collected data from open boreholes and expert 374 
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knowledge obtained during field surveys. In general, these studies are not based on the optimum 375 

monitoring network configuration and monitoring frequency, but on existing monitoring 376 

networks. Geostatistical methods like kriging are widely used to assess this existing data to 377 

minimize redundant data and the cost of monitoring (Kim, et al. 2007; Narany et al. 2014; Stasch 378 

et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2008).  379 

These spatial interpolation or aggregation methods introduce a next set of errors related 380 

to the structure, parameters and input data in the models and the demarcation of the area (Beven 381 

and Freer 2001). The resulting errors can be in the range 20 to 50 cm depending on the area and 382 

the method used (e.g. Brus 2000; Brus and Te Riele 2001; De Gruijter et al. 2006; Finke et al. 383 

2004). On the other hand, spatial aggregation can also reduce the overall error because the 384 

random part of the error is largely averaged out. It is clear that each spatial aggregation method 385 

has its advantages and disadvantages, and that some give more accurate results than others, but it 386 

is still difficult to assess the overall effect for each combination of methods.  387 

One reason is that in the studies we analyzed, identical methodologies have been used for 388 

different data sets and for different areas, thus an objective comparison is not possible. Another 389 

important aspect is that quantifying the validation accuracy assumes that sufficient independent 390 

observations, with negligible error, of the target variable (e.g. MxW) are available. In practice, 391 

validation observation sets are certainly not flawless and also often obtained through preferential 392 

sampling. Furthermore, the locations at which the validation data have been collected often do 393 

not correspond with the locations for which the groundwater characteristics were required, thus 394 

part of the differences are in fact caused by spatial variability. 395 

Our review indicates that the accuracy of the final GWC of a particular area can be 396 

compromised due to various errors that can occur at each step of the process. Often these errors 397 

are due to lack of clarity or consistency regarding definitions, data sources, etc. Those working in 398 

this area would be wise to not just take information at face value, but to dig a little deeper to 399 

know as accurately as possible just what has been measured and how it has been upscale and 400 

aggregated. 401 

 402 

 403 
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7. Concluding remarks 404 

Over the past sixty years the methodologies to measure and interpret water table depths to obtain 405 

groundwater characteristics for a specific area have changed. To obtain a reliable prediction of 406 

the groundwater characteristics in a specific area, a three-step approach is used: (1) in-situ 407 

monitoring of the water table depth; (2) temporal upscaling; and (3) spatial interpolation and 408 

aggregation. For all three steps, various methods or methodologies are used: (i) four methods to 409 

measure/monitor the phreatic water table are used; (ii) four methods for temporal aggregation; 410 

and (iii) four methods for spatial interpolation and/or aggregation. Various combinations of these 411 

different methodologies are used, usually based on the objective(s) of the particular study and the 412 

available data. The use of these different combinations of methods and techniques has certainly 413 

led to better understanding of the groundwater characteristics in the areas that were studied. 414 

However, the impact of errors in the observations or inaccuracies in the temporal and/or spatial 415 

interpolation and aggregation on the accuracy of the final result has never been systematically 416 

investigated.  417 

We conducted an analysis of the various methods and techniques to try to determine the 418 

impact of the errors that can occur at each step. Our review shows that changes in the methods to 419 

measure and interpret water table depths has resulted in significant systematic differences in the 420 

groundwater characteristics. Although there are many sources of potential error in the in-situ 421 

measurement of the water table depth, the impact is hard to give. However in extreme cases it 422 

can be as high as 1 meter. Errors in the temporal aggregation are in the range of 10 to 20 cm and 423 

for the spatial interpolation between 20 to 50 cm. We could not, however, assess the accuracy of 424 

the final groundwater characteristic partly because of the remediating interactions between the 425 

errors and consequent steps in the process.  426 

So we cannot answer the question of whether drought stress in The Netherlands is under- 427 

or overestimated. To make such an objective and process-independent assessment of the water 428 

table depth in a specific area it is a prerequisite to collect independent validation data at locations 429 

in the area that are randomly selected. Only in this way can a statement like "the average MHW 430 

in this area has changed xx cm caused by this........  intervention" be tested. Unfortunately, the 431 

existing monitoring wells in an area rarely satisfy this ‘randomly selected’ criterion. Thus at 432 
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present it is not possible to accurately assess the overall error in the estimation of the aggregate 433 

groundwater characteristics.  434 

What we have learned is that, based on the research question(s), an analysis should be 435 

made to select the most appropriate measuring locations (data sets) that can be used in the study 436 

and the most appropriate methods to aggregate the data sets both in space and time. It is also 437 

essential to make an analysis of the accuracy of the existing data sets in combination with the 438 

selected aggregation methods to assess whether the resulting accuracy is sufficient to answer the 439 

research question(s). This is an iterative process in which each step has to be repeated a number 440 

of times to check that the assumptions that are required to go through a particular step do not 441 

hamper the following steps.  442 
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Table 1.  Hydrological characterizations used in The Netherlands to define the water table 677 

depth over time. 678 

Hydrological 

parameter 

Description 

HG3  Highest Annual Watertable: Average of the depths to the three highest 

water tables in a hydrological year (1 April / 31 March) at a measuring 

frequency of twice a month (the 14th and 28th). 

MHW Mean Highest Watertable: average of the HW3 over a period of 30 years 

under the given climatic and hydrological conditions. 

MLW Mean Lowest Watertable: Average LW3 over a period of 30 years under 

the given climatic and hydrological conditions. 

MSW Mean Spring Water table: Average SW3 over a period of 30 years under 

the given climatic and hydrological conditions. 

LG3 Lowest Annual Watertable: Average of the depths to the three lowest 

water tables in a hydrological year (1 April / 31 March) at a measuring 

frequency of twice a month (the 14th and 28th). 

SG3 Spring Watertable: Average water table depths on March 14, March 28 

and April 14 in a given calendar year. 

 679 

  680 
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Table 2.  Assessment of the four methods used to measure the water table depth (++ stands for 681 

"complies with criterion" and – for "does not comply at all") 682 

 Assessment of the measuring method 

Criterion Groundwater 

observation 

well 

Piezometer Open 

bore hole 

Expert 

knowledge 

Level of detail + ++ + - 

Can be used to calculate scenarios n.a.a n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Frequency of measurements + + +/- - 

Accuracy +/- ++ +/- to +b - 

Need for additional information +/- +/- + + 

Can be used to calculate fluxes - ++ - - 

Can be used to extrapolate n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Can be reproduced ++ ++ +/- - 

Objectiveness  + + + - 

User friendliness + + + + 

Quantification of (un)accuracy +/- + +/- - 

Limited number of measurements 

needed 

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Interpolation needed to obtain 

results 

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

a  n.a. = not available; b  With a piezometers or open bore hole, you know better what you measure than with a 683 

groundwater observation well, provided that the open bore hole is drilled up to a poorly permeable layer on which a 684 

rise in the piezometeric pressure or perched groundwater table occurs or that several open bore holes are drilled up 685 

to different depths to determine the occurrence of a perched watertable. 686 

 687 

  688 
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Table 3.  Assessment of the four temporal aggregation methods used to characterize the 689 

temporal groundwater level (++ stands for "complies with criterion" and – for "does 690 

not comply  at all") 691 

 692 

 Assessment of the temporal aggregation method 

Criterion Time-

series 

Time- 

series 

models 

Physical-

mechanistic 

models 

Expert 

knowledge 

Level of detail n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Can be used to calculate scenarios - - + +/- 

Frequency of measurements n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Accuracy ++ +/- +/- - /+* 

Need for additional information -- +/- + + 

Can be used to calculate fluxes n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Can be used to extrapolate n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Can be reproduced ++ ++ ++ -/+ 

Objectiveness  ++ + + - 

User friendliness ++ +/- - + 

Quantification of (un)accuracy + ++ + +/- 

Limited number of measurements 

needed 

- +/− - + 

Interpolation needed to obtain results n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

* depending of knowledge of the location/area 693 

 694 

  695 
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Table 4.  Assessment of the four spatial interpolation and aggregation methods used to 696 

characterize the spatial groundwater level (++ stands for "complies with criterion" 697 

and - for "does not comply at all") 698 

 Assessment of the spatial aggregation method 

Criterion Expert 

knowledge 

Random 

sampling 

Statistical 

models 

Process 

models 

Level of detail +/- - + + 

Can be used to calculate scenarios - - - + 

Frequency of measurements + +/- +/- - 

Accuracy -/+ * +/- +/- +/- 

Need for additional information + + + ++ 

Can be used to calculate fluxes +/- - - ++ 

Can be used to extrapolate + - - ++ 

Can be reproduced +/- ++ ++ + 

Objectiveness  - ++ - − 

User friendliness + + - - 

Quantification of uncertainty - ++ + +/- 

Limited number of measurements 

needed 

+ - - - 

Interpolation needed to obtain 

results 

+ - ++ ++ 

* depending of knowledge of the location/area 699 

 700 

  701 
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Figure 1 Combinations of temporal and spatial interpolation and aggregation methods that can 702 

be used to derive groundwater characteristics for a specific area based on in-situ 703 

measurements. 704 

 705 

 706 

 707 
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